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How to Find Out Who Has Blocked
You on Facebook. It's been a
while since you last heard from
someone on Facebook, and
they're not on your friend list
anymore. They. Several of my
friends who use Facebook almost
every day recently told me how
they hate always getting
notifications for dumb games
people want them to play, or. Were
you blocked on Facebook
recently? It is no fun to find out
you were blocked on Facebook. It
can be incredibly awkward as well,
especially if you have to interact.
Your comments and likes on
Facebook are shared with different
audiences depending on the
privacy setting of the original post.
Learn more about Facebook
privacy
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Sounds to me like she's deactivated her FaceBook account.. OR blocked you .. hard to tell.. why not.. you know.. ASK ? This How-to guide will explain you to
send message from your blocked facebook account to any facebook account user's.
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